Kidslingo French and
Spanish classes in Early
Years
“The children at the nursery have really benefited from their weekly
language lessons. Kidslingo’s style of teaching enables them to have
fun, while learning through games and music. Some parents have
commented that their children have been confident enough to put
their learning into practice on holiday .”
J Appleby, nursery owner

For more information please contact Anna Neville on
0121 769 2391, 07767 770687 or info@kidslingo.co.uk
All tutors are fully trained including first aid and safe-guarding, insured and
enhanced DBS / PVG checked.

www.kidslingo.co.uk

ABOUT KIDSLINGO
We have been working in nurseries and primary schools since 2011
throughout the UK and now teach languages to over 12,000 children
each week, ranging from toddlers to age 11 using our French and Spanish
programmes. We also provide a music and multi-sensory baby
programme, suitable from birth to 18 months. We are passionate
believers in exposing children to languages from a young age, with
research linking many benefits to the early uptake of a foreign language.
OUR PHILOSOPHY
Our philosophy focuses on teaching French and Spanish to children as
young as possible. We are committed to learning through fun, interactive
songs, games, Makaton actions and role play. There really never is a dull
moment when we’re teaching our little learners as we believe that this is
the best way for children to absorb a new language.
We are GOLD 5 star accredited members of the Children’s Activities
Association, promoting high standards in children’s classes across the UK.
They have verified all of our policies, procedures and programmes.

“The children enjoy their weekly lessons. They
confidently count from one to ten and know
the names of ten colours as well as the names
of animals.” Nursery Ofsted report.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY:
“Language skills in early development come naturally and easily, children are more
capable of pronouncing unfamiliar sounds and absorbing new grammar. This is why we
feel that our children benefit from the language sessions. It also contributes to their
social development and boosts the confidence of some of the more quieter children.”
Lucinda, Busy Little Bees Nursery

“Learning other languages has a massive cognitive benefit to toddlers. At Giggling
Monkeys, we are thrilled to offer the children these amazing opportunities and watch
how much fun the children have. We know it's their absolute favourite part of their
week.”
Heidi, Giggling Monkeys

“We are amazed at how quickly the children have picked up another language. The
sessions are fun and the children learn in a really natural way through songs and
activities which they really enjoy. The programme is such an intuitive and interactive
way for the children to learn another language.”
Michelle, Ofsted registered childminder
“The sessions are really fun and the children love learning the songs and the new words
each week. The staff have really taken an interest too and have made a display which
gets added to each week and visited every day to help to consolidate the things they are
learning in each class.
We have found that our children have really benefited from doing these sessions and the
way it is delivered combining words, props and actions means there is something to
benefit everyone.
The children all cheer when they know the teacher is coming in to see them and parents
have commented that their children often come home singing a song or naming colours
in both languages. Children at this age just pick things up so quickly and soak all the new
words up like a sponge. We love our classes and I would recommend them to anyone.”
Kathryn, Rainbows Nursery

BENEFITS FOR YOUR NURSERY


Providing a foreign language within your nursery is a great marketing
‘hook’ for new parents



Our classes support the EYFS framework



Fun, interactive classes help the children to
grow in self-confidence



Role play and games boost children’s
natural creativity



All schools must now teach a foreign
language. Introducing a foreign language at
your nursery gives your children a head start once they are at school



We happily provide parent & child sessions / shows to display the
children’s progress



Vocabulary and activity sheets are given to children for development at
home and to keep parents informed of what their child is learning at
nursery

BENEFITS OF LEARNING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE EARLY


Children have fewer inhibitions at an early age



Proven increase in cognitive development



The innate ability to absorb and reproduce the sounds is sharpest before
the age of 3 years



Children learn without even realising it through our fun approach



It promotes a wider world view and a positive attitude towards languages
and other cultures



It boosts language development in their native tongue

Supporting the Statutory Framework for the
Early Years Foundation Stage
Our carefully developed language programme feeds into the key areas of
learning and development in the Statutory Framework for EYFS, which is
crucial for igniting children’s curiosity and enthusiasm for learning and for
building their capacity to learn, form relationships and thrive.
EYFS FRAMEWORK
Communication &
Language

Involves giving children
opportunities to
experience a rich
language environment; to
develop their confidence
and skills in expressing
themselves; and to speak
and listen in a range of
situations.

KIDSLINGO CLASSES
Our classes are all about
development of skills in both
English and French/Spanish.
Instructions are in English, enabling
the children to develop their
listening and attention skills.
Key activities and vocabulary are
introduced in English before the
French/Spanish words are given.
Hugely beneficial for native English
speakers, but also for those whose
first language is not English, as it
aids English language development
as well as French/Spanish.
The use of Makaton also helps
develop non-verbal
communication skills, and allows
quieter & non-verbal children to
participate actively.

Physical
Development

Physical development
involves providing
opportunities for young
children to be active and
interactive, to develop their
co-ordination, control and
movement.

Classes are very active &
interactive, requiring the children
to get physically involved using
actions and dance.

We aid the development of control
and co-ordination in large and
small movements. The classes
incorporate small actions with
hands & fingers and large
movements around the room.

EYFS FRAMEWORK

Mathematics

Understanding the
World

Personal, social and
emotional
development

KIDSLINGO CLASSES

Mathematics involves
providing children with
opportunities to develop
and improve their skills in
counting, understanding and
using numbers,
calculating simple addition
and subtraction problems.

Classes regularly cover counting
activities using basic mathematics
of adding & subtracting.

Understanding the world
involves guiding children to
make sense of their physical
world and their community
through opportunities to
explore, observe and find
out about people, places,
technology and the
environment.

Our classes introduce new levels of
understanding and appreciation of
the world around the children
through different languages &
culture.

Helping children to develop
a positive sense of
themselves, and others; to
form positive relationships
and develop respect for
others; to develop social
skills and learn how to
manage their feelings; to
understand appropriate
behaviour in groups; and to
have confidence in their
own abilities.

Group learning naturally provides a
sense of personal and joint
learning.

Our classes provide the children
with opportunities to develop and
improve their skills in counting,
understanding and using numbers
in both English and French/Spanish.

Studies show that children that are
exposed to other languages have a
heightened curiosity for other
cultures and a greater appreciation
& sensitivity towards others. This
leads to a natural desire to discover
more about the world.

Taking turns in games helps to
develop respect and social skills.
We encourage children to voice and
demonstrate how they are feeling,
and understand how others are
feeling.
Children are always encouraged to
have a go and say, or do, whatever
they can.
Achievements, however small, are
celebrated collectively.

EYFS FRAMEWORK
Expressive Arts and
Design

KIDSLINGO CLASSES

Involves enabling children
to explore and play with a
wide range of media and
materials.

Our classes are designed to spark
children’s imaginations both within
the class itself, by helping choose
what happens next, and after the
class through inspiring them to
Providing opportunities and
create their own language displays
encouragement for sharing
around the nursery.
their thoughts, ideas and
feelings through a variety of A large part of the activities are
activities in art, music,
based around let’s pretend – be
movement, dance, rolethat firefighters, wild animals,
play, and design and
superheroes, astronauts or robots.
technology.
We provide a multi - sensory
learning experience through
textures, colours, fabrics, objects
and music.

WHAT PARENTS SAY:
“Please tell me which nurseries run Kidslingo classes as I will send my child there.”

“It is a fantastic opportunity which helps build
confidence and gives an early interest in languages
and the world around them.”
Mum of Lucas age 4
“I’m really pleased how well my child is learning French
at nursery. She does all of her numbers at home & tells
us what things are in French.”
Mum of Natalie age 3
“I am amazed when Gracie comes out with Spanish words at home, it's very exciting!
And shows how much they can learn at such an early age.”
Mum of Gracie age 2

WHAT’S NEXT?
In your setting, we can run 30 minute classes, once a week, for class sizes of up
to approximately 15 children. For our music and multi-sensory baby classes
with a flavour of French/Spanish, we recommend smaller size groups. Where
there are larger groups we split the group and run two back to back, half hour
sessions.

We offer a FREE, no obligation, 30 minute trial class so you can see us in action
before you commit.
We are GOLD 5 star accredited members of the Children’s Activities
Association, promoting high standards in children’s classes across the UK. We
are the only Makaton Friendly kids’ language franchise.
“The children at all of our settings have classes every week with Kidslingo & have done
for the past 8 years. We are delighted to be working with a company that has achieved
Gold accreditation from the Children’s Activities Association.”
Ruth Appleby, owner Little Ripley nursery chain.

For more information please contact Anna Neville on
0121 769 2391, 07767 770687 or info@kidslingo.co.uk
All tutors are fully trained including first aid and safe-guarding, insured and
enhanced DBS / PVG checked.

www.kidslingo.co.uk

